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Abstract 

Although there is enough material printed over decades of textbooks, journals, papers and 
articles on design and kinematics of rotating machinery predicting their dynamic behavior based 
on theories of Classical Mechanics as a basis in studying from Dynamics textbooks,  there is 
practically no references in Dynamics text books in study of kinetics of continuous rotors with 
significant runouts, measurable with dial indicator, as a systems in technological processes 
methods in practice, as in balancing of large turbine and generator rotors.  Turbine and 
generator rotors as units for power generation in power plants are designed through decades, ever 
larger through use of longer, thinner, and more efficient machines with  flexible shafts made of 
new materials, and operating at super critical velocities. The shaft (rotor) process in 
manufacturing is optimal if the shaft balance procedure can be conducted at subcritical 
speeds as  a flexible, pseudo statically deflected "rigid" body on elastic supports [18], rather 
than current industry standard balancing methods requiring a compromise of a more costly and 
complicated high speed balancing process on balancing machines, first at system 1st critical 
speed, and then separately at supercritical speeds, under generally accepted  assumption by 
theoreticians, that rotor body displacements amplitudes are rotor's body harmonic  modal 
linear oscillations, excited by a fictitious oscillating linear radial force, orthogonal to rotor 
mass axis referenced to Newton absolute coordinates. The intent of this article is to introduce 
a new way of understanding of interaction, or cross-coupling of energy transports in rotating 
machines as in an open system, between external forces (torque), referenced to inertial, or non-
rotating reference frame, and rotating , non-inertial centroidal RMS rotor's body mass axis 
reference frame, both referenced to absolute, fixed, Newtonian global coordinates, relative to 
which  a pseudo-static shaft centerline path is a reference center in "space and time" of  measured 
dynamic lateral orbital precession motion of RMS mass centerline axis, at subcritical angular 
velocities[14]. Such view have lead the author to develop a systematic technological process for 
"balancing" turbine rotors at subcritical velocities, up to ~ 90 degrees of peak displacement, 
before the inertial reference frames, and rotor switches from gravity constrained to Newton's 
natural rotating motion. [3, 4]. Such balancing procedure would permit a high speed shaft system 
to transition simultaneously through the system 1st and 2nd critical speeds, and through 
additional system critical speeds, and to operate in static and dynamic equilibrium,  safely and 
stable, up to design operating speed and load.   

Key words:  Fundamental Energies, Force, Mass, Acceleration, Frequency, Fundamental 

Harmonic Resonance, Critical Speeds, Inertial reference frames, Gravity constraints, 

Balancing 
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Introduction 
 
Rotordynamics and Balancing 

Classical rotordynamics, also known as rotor dynamics, is a specialized branch of applied 
mechanics concerned with the predicting the behavior of rotating structures during design 
process, and  diagnosis of rotating  machines prototypes vibration responses in operation. It is 
commonly used to analyze the behavior of all types rotating  machines from jet engines and 
steam turbines and generators, high speed compressors to super high speeds turbo chargers. At 
its most basic level, rotor dynamics is concerned with one or more mechanical structures (rotors) 
supported by bearings, influenced by internal rotor mass that rotate assumed around a single 
rotational axis (no centroidal mass eccentricity, relative to center of rotation. The supporting 
structure is called a stator consisting of bearings and bearings supports.. As the speed of rotation 
increases from standstill, the observed amplitude of vibration of rotor displacement , and forces 
transmitted to structure, often passes through a maximum that is called a critical speed. In theory 
the amplitude is assumed to be excited by "unbalance" of the rotating structure (rotor) at 
particular harmonic mode. If the amplitude of vibration at these critical speeds is excessive, then 
catastrophic machine or structure failure occurs. In addition to this, turbo machinery often 
develop instabilities which are related to the internal makeup of turbo machinery, and which 
must be corrected by tuning support dynamic stiffnesses relative to rotor stiffness. This is the 
chief concern of engineers who design large rotors.  
The real dynamics of the machine is difficult to model theoretically. The calculations are based 
on simplified models which resemble various structural components (lumped parameters 
models), equations obtained from solving models numerically (Rayleigh–Ritz method) and 
finally from the finite element method (FEM), which is another approach for modeling and 
analysis of the machine for critical speeds of the rotor. There are also some analytical methods, 
such as the distributed transfer function method, which can generate analytical and closed-form 
natural frequencies, critical speeds and unbalanced mass response. On any machine prototype it 
is tested to confirm the precise frequencies of system critical speeds response, and then 
redesigned and tuned bearings and supports stiffness to assure that rotor fundamental harmonic 
resonance does not occur at system 1st critical speed. 
Balancing methods derived from theoretical rotordynamics rules are being utilized  by 
manufacturers of their particular rotating machines. These methods are based on the assumption 
that rotor mass rotate around a single axis relative to global fixed coordinates. These assumptions 
are valid for most rotating machines with "rigid" rotors and with flexible rotors operating at high 
speeds, with mass (inertia forces) that are negligible relative to machine power density. The 
balancing methods accepted as industry standards are valid also for low speed and low power 
density over rotors with large mass (inertia), like turbine and generator rotors in manufacturing 
environment, where rotors are machined to design tolerances. 

The experience from service field has shown over many years that balancing of service rotors 
with bows damaged couplings and in general rotors which mass centroidal axis deviates from 
design tolerances and exceeds permissible eccentricity at 1st critical speed, of that as specified in 
ISO 1940-1 standard, balancing of such rotors always requires a compromise and trade off 
between balance condition achieved at 1st critical speed at operating speed. A new balancing 
method QHSBM in 2N+1 planes, developed by author ,and confirmed by experiments, brings  
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rotor balanced condition  on balancing machine to vanish forces  and displacements of journals 
at any speed. 

I. Fundamental Principles  of the  Research on Balancing 
 Continuous Large Turbine and Generator Rotors 

Large turbine and generator rotors with large moment of inertia are open systems [25], connected 
via rigid couplings as the part of rigid or flexible shaft overhang into an operating TG rotors 
train. Rotors  are energy converters that convert external energy (torque) to useful work, e.g.  
generating electricity, at the specific angular velocity and efficiency of conversion [1]. Work is 
being transmitted via solid body continuous rotor mass (the sum of micro masses in quantum 
field, bound radially in lattices, binding lattices axially by electromagnetic energy with natural 
tendency to maintain  particle masses in state of dynamic and static equilibrium [11].  Based on 
rotor's material atomic properties dynamic stiffness,  and geometric body ratio of L/D 
horizontally oriented between elastic supports as gravity constraints, rotors can be  distinguished 
as "rigid" or "flexible", when operating in oil bearings, supported on elastic supports [5,6,7,8,9]. 
Balancing of such rotors individually on balancing machines should differ from the established 
methods used, developed based on classical mechanics and rotordynamics theory of two 
dimensional, linear oscillating motion of "mass, spring, and oil damping" model. The following 
statements reinforce the idea for need to develop a new balancing method, which at same time 
also satisfies the laws of nature, Newton laws, and conservation laws of energy, momentum and 
angular momentum. 
 

 

1. ......”If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency and 

         vibration.                        Nikola Tesla 

 

2. Open and closed systems and Ludwig von Bertanllaffy “Systems Theorem” [25]: 
 “Von Bertanllaffy noted that all systems in nature are ubiquitously open systems while all 
systems studied by physicists are closed as they do not interact with the outside world . When a physicist 
makes a model of the solar system, of an atom, or of a pendulum, or a rotor/bearing system, he or she 
assumes that all masses, particles, forces that affect the system are included in the model. It is as if the 
rest of the universe does not exist. This makes it possible to calculate the future states of the model with 
almost perfect accuracy, as used in machine design, (and theoretically predicting rotor dynamic 
behavior0 since all necessary information is known). However, such an assumption is only valid in 
practice when all assumptions that were considered in a closed system with boundary conditions, are 
fulfilled in practice. When these assumptions are not fulfilled in practice that brings a discord between 
theory and practice. [op. ed.: in practice problems are  solved within economic compromise].” 
 
 

3. Noether’s Theorem of Systems Symmetry [26]: 
 Noether's theorem states that to the every continuous symmetry of a physical theory there 
corresponds a conserved quantity, i.e. a physical quantity that does not change with time. This is a 
tremendously important result, since it allows us to derive conserved quantities from the mathematical 
form of our theories [2]. 
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II. Mechanics of Continuous Rotors 

 - Difference Between Kinematics and Kinetics   

Kinematics vs. Kinetics  
 
Kinematics and Kinetics are two words in the study of motion and forces that are involved in 
these motions that confuse a lot of people. The situation becomes confusing because these two 
words are similar sounding, and also because both of them are involved in the study of motion. 
However, while kinematics is solely focused on the study of motion and does not take into 
account any forces that may be acting upon the body in motion, kinetics study the motion and the 
forces that are underlying this motion. 

Kinematics 
 
A study of motion in terms of kinematics, makes heavy use of the laws of motion such as 
Newton’s first law which states that an object in a state of motion remains in motion unless and 
until an external force is applied to stop it. Kinematics is central in Classical Mechanics, in 
design and prediction of dynamic mechanical behavior  of rotating bodies (rotors) modeled as a 
point mass in a two dimensional closed system, rather than as a continuous bodies. The equation 
of motion of the point mass in a closed system considers motion as a "state". 

Kinetics 
 
Kinetics comes from the Greek word kinesis which means pertaining to movement, and it is the  
study of motion and its causes. It is a branch of mechanics that deals with the analysis of kinetics 
and diagnostics of the mechanical behavior of rotating bodies (rotors) modeled as a continuous 
body mass rather than as  point mass. The motion of the mass is considered as a "process". 

. 

Stress and Strain 

In continuous rotors  at REST in gravity environment, stress is a physical quantity that expresses 
body inherent energy in quantum field, and the internal forces that neighboring particles of a 
continuous material exert on each other resisting the effect of gravity acceleration. Strain is the 
measure of the deformation of the body material from action of external forces. 
  
The relation between mechanical stress, deformation, and the rate of change of 
deformation is quite complicated. A linear approximation is used in Classical mechanics since 
it may be adequate in practice if the quantities are small enough. Stress that exceeds certain 
strength limits of the material will result in permanent deformation such as plastic bow or 
fracture, or even its crystal structure  changing the surface hardness of rotors. 
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B.  Viewing Rotors as 3D Continuous Rotating Solid Body 

 (Timoshenko Beam Model on Elastic Supports)  

 

Balancing methods developed and utilized in industry over more than fifty years (parallel with 

introduction of more and more flexible rotors  and more efficient rotating machines), based on 

classical mechanics theory for balancing horizontally oriented "unbalanced" rotors as a closed 

system, are based on classical mechanics theory, which theory's primary purpose is intended as a 

tool in rotating machinery design predicting rotor dynamic behavior.  

Flexible rotors in state of rest assume gravity sag (elastic static deformation [18] as the 1st mode 

eigenvector,  with radial deformation and axial strain  proportional to rotor material dynamic 

axial stiffness  perpendicular to reactive forces of gravity at supports F= ∑ m*g.  The intent of 

"balancing" accelerated rotor with eccentric centroidal mass axis, is to bring "radial mass 

symmetry" in quantum field, to minimize the observed  journals precession orbit of geometric 

body (observed relative to global coordinates), by compensating horizontal radial elastic static 

deflection RMS axis, axially in three planes simultaneously, when rotor is  accelerated at 

subcritical velocities through the system's 1st critical velocity range.  

The current balancing methods used as industry standards, are commonly known as a "Static" 

and "Couple" balancing of "Euler beam model" at specific "critical speeds", and  as Influence 

Coefficients  method of point balancing, at higher, specific speed, mostly used in field balancing. 

When rotor is accelerated from state of rest, rotor motion is assumed in classical mechanics as 

2D linear harmonic oscillation of journal as a point mass in direction of applied force, and with 

mathematically developed equation of motion, a  motion is calculated with assumed system 

parameters  "m, k, d"  at frequency of "external fictitious force". At the peak of measured 

displacement amplitude of the system 1st critical speed, it is assumed that  a "mass point 

unbalance" rotating CF vector is leading rotor deflection by 90 degrees. "Balancing" by 

"standard methods of the of rotor at 1st critical speed "modal" eigenvector is then performed by 

placing a counter mass additional 90 degrees against rotation from the  antinode(s) of particular 

mode at particular angular rotor velocity referenced to Newtonian global coordinates. This is 

valid approach but only for solving rotor response at system 1st critical speed. What is not 

recognized in theory of rotordynamic based on Classical mechanics, is that precessing 

centroidal mass axis of rotor with axially distributed eccentricities, becomes a non-rotating 

reference frame after peak amplitude and `90 degrees phase, following the Newton 1st law of 

Motion. 

When rotor is accelerated above 1st critical velocity to supercritical velocities, centroidal mass 

axis self-centers about rotor COM, following the natural law of axially randomly distributed 

mass symmetries.  
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 After years of research and practical application of new author's developed "QHSBM" 

balancing method of 1st critical speed responses in three planes, which requires 

understanding definitions like: what excites phonons resonance in quantum mechanics, what 

creates the longitudinal wave and resonance of musical instrument string in physics of 

sound, what excites a longitudinal semi infinite wave velocity of Timoshenko beam model 

of length L in state of rest. The test method can be applied to determine fundamental 

harmonic resonance of continuous rotor in free state. It is necessary to know rotor natural 

harmonic resonance frequency, in order to design rotating machine system and rotor 

operating in oil bearings, on elastic supports, by modeling rotor as Timoshenko beam model 

(TBM), to operate the machine at angular velocity of the system 1st critical speed at less 

than 50% below  the frequency of rotor's fundamental harmonic resonance frequency to 

operate stably. 

In order to better understand  the root cause of the systems forced  frequency linear response 

in gravity environment at the system 1st critical speed, the following postulates were written 

by author justifying the need to develop a new balancing method of turbine and generator 

rotors at subcritical velocities. 

 

 

B.1.   What is "Fundamental Harmonic Resonance Frequency"  
  Linear oscillating Motion Response 

 
A continuous cylindrical  solid body in free state of rest, in gravity environment, (e.g. rotor or 
guitar string), rigidly constrained at ends of physical length L,  fundamental harmonic resonance 
frequency is internal inherent property of that body which can be excited by external kinetic 
energy added to body (mass) potential energy. Fundamental harmonic resonance frequency e.g. 
of guitar string  is proportional to guitar string tension ( lb / in 2  )  between nodes, geometric ratio 
of L/D and radial material atomic dynamic density .  Continuous rotor  fundamental harmonic 
resonance can be determined by identical approach. The main difference between  e.g. guitar and 
turbine rotor is in their L/D ratio (~ 500 for string  and ~8 for rotor shaft), and the ratio of 
internal tension  over total body mass T/M.  
 
 

B.1. a. Musical instrument string (L/D ~ 500) 
 
Musical instrument string (guitar string), as any continuous solid body has inherent harmonic 
resonance, which can be excited when it is rigidly constrained within distance L between 
constraints. Resonance frequency can be tuned by applying tension of "body" between two 
constraints, and applying external impulse striking string by finger or pick, perpendicular to 
string length L (kinetic energy added to system potential energy. The  harmonic frequency is 
unique to every solid body and it depends on material atomic structure of that body and physical 
dimension ratio L/D as shown in Figure 1. and 2. 
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Figure 1. Resonance as result of energy conversion between systems 
 

                      
 
Figure 2. Calculation of string fundamental harmonic frequency( L/D~ 500) 
 

B.1.b.  Fundamental Harmonic Resonance Frequency of    
    Continuous  Rotating Solid Body in State of Rest(L/D ~ 7-9) 
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A major difference between musical instrument string and turbine rotor, in determination of  the 
unique, inherent continuous solid body fundamental harmonic resonance frequency is in L/D 
ratio and body material total mass. A guitar string, even when coiled in packet still has inherent 
natural FHRF (Fundamental Harmonic Resonance Frequency), but the resonance can be excited 
only after it is rigidly constrained with potential energy at certain distance L, and by adding 
kinetic energy to "system" by external impact force. A turbine rotor vertically oriented in gravity 
environment and in state of "absolute" rest relative to earth, is rigidly constrained internally at its 
ends (nodes) between length L, having potential energy P : 
     P= W/g 
When rotor is impacted by external force K (without physical disturbance of body from state of 
rest), the total energy in rotor E is the sum of : 
     E = P + K 
Rotor as energy converter   within an open system, converts added kinetic energy into sound 
energy, which is returned to external environment. E.g. impact test of rotor. 

 

Figure 3  Fundamental harmonic resonance frequency of a continuous rotor in free  
  state (L/D~8) 
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Figure 4  Proportionality equation of horizontally oriented continuous rotor  
   constrained on rigid supports. Rotor fundamental harmonic resonance is  
  excited when rotational angular velocity equals rotor's  natural resonance  
  frequency 

 
Study has shown that "1st critical speed "of the system with  "rigid" or  "flexible" continuous 
rotor on elastic supports, the observed forced frequency response at system 1st critical speed, is 
not equivalent  to rotor fundamental harmonic resonance frequency of rotor in free state in 
gravity environment.  The system "1st critical speed" is angular velocity region, which begins 
at point when rotor masses are accelerated by external torque, and the radial force moments, 
axially distributed along the rotor centroidal axis between gravity constraints (bearings supports), 
begin advancing in time, relative to deflected geometric rotor body , and increasing reactive 
moment of inertia, resisting forward momentum from torque to bring rotor in natural motion of 
rotation around centroidal mass axis. The reactive moment of inertia resists switch to natural 
motion while  laterally orbiting at synchronous precession up to force leading rotor deflection at 
~90 degrees. Both, rotor peak deflection and phase reference on shaft are  referenced to 
Newtonian global coordinates [5,6,7,8,9,10]. A forced flexible rotor  absolute displacement at 
peak critical velocity is dependent on rotor body material properties and mass axis eccentricities 
relative to rotor geometric neutral axis (see pg.24) 
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In order to reduce the displacement  of the excitation of a continuous rotor at its inherent 
fundamental harmonic resonance frequency is by minimizing mass axis eccentricity by 
machining in shop, or by "balancing" the rotor in minimum of three balancing planes on 
balancing machine to restore rotor's mass symmetry relative to journals centerline axis. 
In order to avoid possibility of rotor operation at its natural resonance frequency, that is 
done by a proper tuning of dynamic stiffness of bearings and rotor gravity supports 
relative to rotor dynamic stiffness based on rotor material properties,  to be 10-20% below 
0.5 x wave velocity (in/sec).

 

Figure 5 Proportionality equation  of fundamental harmonic resonance velocity of  
  sound of  continuous rotor in free state externally unconstrained 
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Figure 6. A flexible rotor with eccentric mass axis (TBM) on elastic supports at system "1st 
critical speed" shows rotor deflection against its dynamic stiffness perpendicular to gravity, and 
supports dynamic stiffness in direction of applied CF in direction of gravity. 

Figure 6. shows that the angular velocity at the system "1st critical speed", the  rotor deflection 
vector (displacement in space) and direction of  rotor lateral moment of inertia Ir2 vector 
tangential to deflection are perpendicular. Rotor dynamic stiffness, and supports dynamic 
stiffnesses  in direction of gravity, are orthogonal at 90o . Their geometric sum yields the rotor 
"unbalance" forces acting on supports at an attitude angle Ɵ relative to gravity force.   

 
 

 

Figure 7.    Equations for calculating the system 1st critical speed of continuous   
  horizontally oriented rotor constrained by gravity on elastic supports. In  
  Figure 8., the system 1st critical speed can be estimated by FEM modeling 

 

 

B.1.c     Various States of Continuous Horizontal Rotors    
       Constrained by Gravity on Various Bearings and Supports 

1. Continuous Rigid Concentric Rotor at REST on Rigid Supports 
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Figure B.1 Continuous Concentric Rigid Horizontal , Gravity Constrained Rotor 

  with Three Reference Frames; Rotor COG and COM are coincident 

Continuous rotor is considered a "body" or an aggregate of matter (mass). Its total energy is 
"potential" and it is a sum of modal masses. In this case the inertial axis and rotating axis are 
coincident. The centers of gravity CGm1, CGm2 and CGM are all coincidental forming a mass 
axis coincident with inertial Z-axis in all frames. Total energy of the rotor at rest is its mass (M) 
times gravitational acceleration "g". 

2. Continuous Rigid Rotor with Axially Distributed Eccentricities on Rigid Supports  

 

Figure B.2 Continuous Eccentric Rigid Horizontal, Gravity Constrained Rotor 

  with Three Reference frames; Rotor . In state of rest COG and COM are c 

  oincident  

Whether rotor is concentric or eccentric at REST, its total energy is "potential" and it is a sum of 
modal masses. The rotor mass axis intersects the centers of gravity Modal CG1 and Modal CG2, 
and cross COM which is radially offset from rotating axis by eccentricity "e". Still a total energy 
of the rotor at rest is its mass  (M) times gravitational acceleration "g".   
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3. Continuous Rigid Rotor with Axially Distributed Eccentricities, accelerated up to system 

fundamental  Harmonic mode frequency 

 

 

 

Figure B.3 Continuous Eccentric Rigid Horizontal, Gravity Constrained Rotor on Rigid 
   supports with Three Reference frames; Torque is applied to move rotor mass  
  from state of rest and accelerate it up to system fundamental harmonic frequency.  
                         Mass axis is precessing around rotational axis 

When a continuous eccentric rigid rotor constrained by gravity on rigid supports is accelerated, 
mass axis precesses around rotating (journals centerline) axis. Centrifugal forces converted from 
torque (external energy input to system), torque moments (m1 *e1) and (m2*e2) generate cyclic 
forces at constraints. The effect of reaction forces are presented on a Bode plot. Additional 
(supplemental torque is required to overcome inertia from eccentric mass. 

 

4. Continuous Rigid Rotor with Axially Distributed Eccentricities, accelerated above 

system fundamental  Harmonic mode frequency 
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Figure B.4.  Continuous Eccentric Rigid Horizontal, Gravity Constrained Rotor on Rigid 
   supports with Three Reference frames; Torque is applied to move rotor from 
   state of rest and accelerate it through, and above system fundamental harmonic  
                         frequency.  
 

Rigid rotor driven by torque at center of non-centroidal axis above the system fundamental 
resonance frequency range, non-centroidal axis precesses around rotor’s mass axis in natural 
motion, self-centered by inertia forces in space as defined by Newton 2nd  and 3rd Law  
(Figure 4)  

COM of axis is a constraint in space, and rotational axis is laterally  translating around mass axis 
in lateral orbital motion. At phase angle of 180 degrees rotor reaches a state of least action: no 
torque is required for continuous rotation except for overcoming external forces (friction and 
aerodynamic). 
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B.1.d.  FEM of Continuous Rotor  Horizontally Oriented  
  Constrained by Gravity 

 
 

Figure 8. Calculated "rigid" modes of 1st and 2nd critical speeds of an actual HP -IP  
  continuous rotor on elastic supports,  by "tuning" a system stiffness of a flexible  
  rotor , to oil bearings   on elastic supports stiffness . 

 

Figure 8. represent operating frequencies 1st and 2nd "rigid" modes of a statically deflected 
flexible real continuous rotor on elastic supports.  The operating speed frequency, and the 
efficiency of an operating horizontal rotating machine consisting of “rigid” or “flexible” 
rotor, constrained by gravity in two bearings on elastic supports, within a finite “L” distance 
between gravity constraints, must be lower than 0.5x of rotor natural resonance wave in 
free state. In order to avoid the effect of unstable operation at rated speed frequency and 
load, operating speed of  rotor must not be higher than fundamental harmonic 
resonance(first flexural mode), since any external pulsating torque or other excitation force, 
could destabilize  pseudo static equilibrium of rotor (SCL) operating in oil bearings, and 
possibly excite the subsynchronous whirling (oil whip), when angular velocity equals 2x of 
the system 1st critical speed.  

Graphic plot #1 in Figure 8 shows relation between mass centroidal axis as rotating 
frame relative to journals CL axis as non -rotating frame from state of rest up to peak 
deflection at ~ 90 degrees precessing through the system 1st critical velocity range[14,17] 
Precession magnitude of elastically deflected rotor is dependent ,and proportional to rotor 
angular velocity and centroidal mass axis eccentricities radial offsets.  
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Graphic plot #2 shows relation between mass centroidal axis as non-rotating frame, and 
journals CL axis as rotating reference frame after peak deflection above ~ 90 degrees, as 
"2nd critical speed mode". In this mode both journals are whirling in gyroscopic motion, 
referenced to inertia constraint at rotor COM, self centered in "space", following Newton 
law of mass symmetry in rotating motion. The "2nd critical speed mode" is  resulting from 
axial asymmetry of mass distribution within each of two modal elements, relative to rotor 
COM, along rotor centroidal mass axis between bearings gravity constraints. Journals 
whirling magnitude dependents and is proportional to rotor angular velocity and residual 
masses axial asymmetric distribution between constraints and corresponding axial moments. 

Graphic plot #3 in Figure 8 shows rotor amplified displacement response at fundamental 
harmonic resonance frequency excited by asymmetric torque. Maximum rotor operating 
frequency must be 10% to 20% below its fundamental harmonic resonance frequency, for 
rotor stable operation. 
 

B.1.e.  Practical Calculation of Rotor 1st Critical Speed 

The 1st critical speed of horizontally oriented flexible rotor in state of rest, can be 
calculated fairly accurately using rotor as Euler beam, for specific operating speed using the 
known and measured physical rotor geometric parameters, based gravity acceleration acting 

on rotor mass as "excitation force".  
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B.1.f.  Continuous rotor fundamental resonance  vs. system  
   1st critical  speed [27] 
 
For a stable rotor operation at rated speed and load, in rotating machine system, the total system 

dynamic stiffness resultant is  addition of two perpendicular vectors i.e. of rotor internal radial 

dynamic stiffness based on material atomic property in quantum field, and  bearing oil and 

bearing support dynamic stiffness in gravity field. And for rotor stability at system 1st critical 

velocity, rotor tangential velocity must be at least 10% to 20% lower, than 0.5x frequency wave 

velocity (eigenvector over continuous rotor length "L") of rotor natural harmonic frequency 

wave "W" in free state.[19]. At the same time the RMS value (centroidal mass axis) of deflected 

rotor's radial deviation  (e + d)  distributed axially along rotor length "L", and  journals axis must 

be brought to symmetry ("balance”).  

 

That can be achieved by restoring the symmetry between centrifugal forces generated from static 

eccentric centroidal mass axis laterally precessing moment of inertia I r2   of area L X D, (a.k.a. 

unbalance), and dynamic mass axis created from correction masses, proportionally distributed 

in a minimum of three planes axially on rotor body two rigid modal elements, between 

elastic supports constraints. 

 

 
 
 
Figure 9. Rotating machines with rotor and supports as an open system 
  (Modified sketches from reference [27]. 
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B.1.g Determination of continuous rotor allowable residual  

  eccentricity to minimize "unbalance" responses 

Balancing of a rotor which has eccentricities (i.e. runouts measurable with a dial indicator) is 
generally accepted in industry as a tradeoff between reducing 1X forces transmitted to ground 
through bearings, seals and so forth, and reducing 1x displacement amplitudes at important 
locations.   
 When discussing a tradeoff between reducing 1X forces transmitted to ground through bearings, 
seals and so forth, and reducing 1x displacement amplitudes at important locations is resulting 
from "balancing" relative to different reference frame. Although it is still acceptable as a tradeoff 
on majority of smaller and high speed rotors with relatively high ratio of power over rotor mass, 
on systems with a  variety of bearings and support types in rotating machinery, that is not the 
case when balancing large turbine and generator rotors with large moment of inertia and 
operating at relatively low operating speed, where stable machine operating speed is highly 
dependent on various physical parameters as shown in table below.

 

Figure 10. Parameters interdependence of rotating machinery stability 

From the above table we can see that the design operating speed, and a stable operation at 
maximum design efficiency is dependent on rotor atomic material properties (atomic crystalline 
structure dynamic stiffness, and L/D ratio, determining the continuous , semi-infinite rotor's 
fundamental harmonic resonance frequency in free state. The type and the type of bearings and 
supports, when such rotor is horizontally constrained on rigid or elastic supports determines the 
system 1st critical speed. The magnitude of permissible vibration forces, and journals 
displacements , whether rotor is "rigid" or "flexible" (deflected by gravity in state of rest), are 
dependent on rotor centroidal mass axis eccentricity relative to journals rotational axis. 
 
The critical parameter for rotor stable operation in rotating machine as a system, is a 
determination of the system 1st critical speed relative to design operating speed. This is achieved 
by "tuning" gravity supports dynamic stiffness  and rotor material inherent dynamic stiffness 
orthogonal to gravity. These two dynamic stiffnesses  vectorially added yield the system 
dynamic stiffness and the attitude angle in direction of rotation at  the peak of system 1st critical 
speed at 90 degrees phase. 
 

At the end of 1st system critical speed velocity range, and at 180 degrees phase between the rotor 
internal torque- eccentricities axial force moments , and accelerated external physical rotor body 
pseudo static deflection,  rotor reaches a state of minimum action and dynamic and pseudo static 
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equilibrium. 
 
With "rigid rotors the angular change from 0 to 180 degrees occurs practically instantly. With 
flexible rotor on elatic supports, the change from 0 to 90 and 180 degrees occurs over a angular 
velocity range, the range of velocities is proportional to rotor dynamic stiffness over support 
dynamic stiffness and it is indicated by so called "amplification factor". 

A goal for any turbine or generator rotor in operation is to balance rotor mass to minimum 

practically achievable eccentricity relative and referenced to journals centerline axis, and thus 

reduce transmitted forces to bearings when accelerated to the system design operating speed. 

 In order to standardize  the allowable mass axis eccentricity of rotor COG, which is coincident 

to COM of rotor assumed  as a point mass in state of rest, International Standard ISO 1940-1 was 

developed as reference exclusively for rigid rotors since eccentricities are constant regardless of 

rotor angular velocities, and forces generated are proportional strictly to  square of operating 

speed, so that the  total 100% of potential energy from "unbalance" forces  is considered to be 

transmitted to bearings. With previous assumptions, maximum allowable eccentricity is 

converted to maximum permissible residual "unbalance", forces in bearings for specific type of 

rotating machine.  

A study has shown that even for a flexible rotors with eccentric mass the allowable maximum 

mass axis eccentricities can be extracted from ISO 1940-1.  

If we assume a horizontally oriented flexible rotor supported on supports while in state of rest, 

gravity acceleration will cause rotor mass to deflect mimicking 1st mode eigenvector. If we 

calculate the RMS value of deflected rotor, it will represent all axially distributed "unbalance" 

vectors as rotor eccentric masses axially distributed  along centroidal mass axis. If we further 

assume that 1st mode eigenvector consists of two modal elements, rotor body centroidal rotor 

mass axis will intersect rotor geometric neutral axis at two places which we can considered 

COMs of two modal elements, which sum would equal total rotor mass.  

When an eccentric flexible rotor on elastic supports  is accelerated through the system 1st critical 

speed ( up to 90 degrees phase), a total rotor body deflection and its RMS value will be at its 

maximum response values at measuring points at journals. If we take the speed at which 

maximum deflection occurs, we can determine from the ISO1940-1 graph maximum allowable 

rotor eccentricity  

From this it can be concluded that even in a case of determining the allowable residual 

eccentricity of a flexible rotor, the ISO 1940-1 can still be applicable. But instead of referring to 

design operating speed of rotor in diagram (Figure 14), the speed at maximum fundamental 

resonant frequency response should be used to determine the acceptable residual eccentricities of 

the fundamental mode modal elements of body mass axis in a quiescent state. Based on a new 

way of interpreting the ISO 1940-1 diagram, it can be concluded that a root cause of “unbalance” 

at specific rotor speed (rev/sec) is rotor’s body mass axis radial distance and slope in space 

relative to rotor rotational axis connecting two journals centers. The recognition of these facts 

creates a ground for the new definitions of “unbalance” and a base for developing new 
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“balancing” methods of rigid and flexible rotors on balancing machines and in practice on 

operating machines [13]. 

 
 

Figure 10. A new interpretation of  “Diagram of the acceptable residual center of gravity     
                      displacement “e” of rigid fundamental mode modal element, vs. residual balancing 

                      quality at rotor service speed on balancing machine (mm/sec, in/sec-pk., on   

  bearings,  or journal displacement in µm p-p,  or mils (0.001”) p-p of journal. 
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  B.1.g. Continuous rotor on elastic supports accelerated  

  through system 1st critical velocity region [14,17] 

 

 1. Physics of resonance effect 

In the theory of rotor dynamics the “critical speed” resonance is considered a phenomenon which 
is similar to resonance phenomenon in theory of oscillations.  Appearance of resonance is 
explained by coincidence of rotational velocity of “rotor-shaft” system with rotor’s natural 
resonance frequency.  However, the “critical speed”  in rotor dynamics considerably differs from 
resonance of oscillation processes.  “Critical speed” is a resonance phenomenon that creates 
conditions for final rotor’s precessional axis switch from journals geometric axis to rotor’s 
mass axis. As result, rotor and shaft which were rotating around precession axis with their heavy 
side outside up to resonance, after resonance they rotate with their “lightweight” side outside. In 
simple words, one cycle of resonance is represented with two peaks and phase shift path from 
+90 through 0 to -90 degrees (total of 180 degrees), while “critical speed” is phase shift path is 
from 0 to 180 degrees with only one peak, best presented as Nyquist plot.   
The most important physical event not recognized in current balancing methods based on 
classical mechanics is that non rotating frames change at the peak of maximum 
displacement amplitude of rotor/support system at velocity corresponding the phase shift of 
~90 degrees referenced to Newton global coordinates [14,17]. The magnitude of rotor 
deflection at the peak of critical speed velocity range is dependent on "e" (mass axis 
eccentricity) relative to rotor constrained by gravity geometric deflection "d", rotor internal 
dynamic stiffness based on material atomic structure (lb in sec2 ), and geometric dimensional 
ratio between L/D between gravity constraints.   
 

 
2. Physics  of  continuous flexible rotor on elastic supports 
 
When continuous flexible rotor is accelerated above supercritical velocity, mass axis (which was 
a non-rotating reference frame up to ~ 90 degrees phase) becomes a rotating reference frame and 
a gravity stability axis (SCL), self centered in space ( within bearings and seals clearances), from 
>~90 degrees to 180 degrees phase. Dynamic orbit centerline (non-rotating frame - inertial 
stability axis through supercritical angular velocities, and a machine load increase at constant 
velocity),  is continuously self-centering* in space, forced by inertia forces from the residual 
radially asymmetric and axially distributed mass eccentricities pivoting at rotor COM as a rigid 
constraint [14,17]. Journals centers during mass axis self-centering at same time are 
synchronously whirling as gyroscopic horizontal rotating pendulums, rigidly pinned at COM "in 
space" at specific speed identified on SCL path, and flexibly constrained at respective bearings 
and elastic supports, with the size of orbit proportional to CFs from torque moments at particular 
rotor angular velocity. Whirling motion is observed at journals, in three degrees of freedom, 
linear in X and Y and rotation around Z axis, referenced  from sensors installed relative to 
Newtonian global coordinates [13,15,16]. 
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Figure 11. Summary of charts from bibliography  reference [17] 

 

Figure 12. Video snapshots from an experiment monitoring spatial changes between rotating  

  (non-inertial) and  non-rotating (inertial) reference frame relative to Newtonian  

  global coordinates from state of rotor at rest through critical velocity range points  

  at subcritical, critical and supercritical velocities.  
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Figure 13.  Reference frames in open rotating system 

 

 

C. "Quasi-High Speed Balancing Method" on High Speed  
 Balancing Machines 

 
The objective of balancing rotors with mass centroidal axis (RMS value of deflected rotor body 
at system 1st critical speed), based on previous sections in the paper, is to vanish bearings 
dynamic reaction forces and displacements at journals, and to reduce the  radius of orbital motion 
of eccentric rotor body between constraints (bearings) at criticals and at operating speeds, to the 
magnitude of  internal, inherent, continuous body mass  eccentricities,  [3,4,12].  Whirling 
displacement amplitudes of eccentric, or a bowed body between constraints could  be  acceptable 
in practice, limited by design clearances value between  rotating and non -rotating seals, but at 
cost of ultimately affecting machine process operating efficiency.  
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Accordingly, balancing methods of large turbine and generator rotors should be balanced, 

not based on the assumed "modal" linear oscillating point mass "unbalance response 

vectors" at antinodes, at 1st critical speed, but based on compensating the inherent body 

longitudinal "rigid" centroidal mass  RMS value of elastically deflected rotor between 

bearings constraints. Using a new ,low speed balancing method QHSBN at subcritical 

speed, placing simultaneously in phase, in three axially selected planes,  and the magnitude 

of correction masses proportionally axially distributed along  the body length "L" between 

bearings constraint, resolves the vibrations and orbital dynamic motions measured at 

journals at system 1st critical speed and 2nd critical system speeds. Rotor "balanced" by 

this method  will be also successfully balanced for all rotor speeds. By this balancing 

method dynamic forces of correction masses, axially distributed in three planes, placed on OD 

of geometric body, are forming a dynamic mass axis mirror imaging the centroidal mass axis 

from rotor inherent eccentricities, which sum create a virtual body mass axis (non-inertial, 

rotating reference frame) which coincides with journals centerline axis ( inertial, non-rotating 

reference frame) vanishing forces in bearings and dynamic displacements responses relative to 

Newtonian global coordinates ( vibration sensors reference frame), yielding: 

 

   ( ∑ Fecc   +   ∑ M ecc)  -     ( ∑ F dy   +  ∑ M dy ) = 0   (See Figure 18) 

        ( Randomly and asymmetrically                            (Proportionally distributed in three 

         distributed axially)                                         in three axially selected planes  

 

Rotor will be "balanced at any speed! 

 

 

 D.  Rotor Mechanical Evaluation Prior to Balancing 

 

  D.1. Evaluation of Static Rotor Runout ( eccentricity) by FFT 

Static measured runout is that part of the total continuous rotor runout that is due to synchronous 

structural (and sometimes electric) sources, and does not change with rotational speed (and is 

thus not a function of unbalance). This is important to keep in mind when rotors with a bow or 

significant mass eccentricities are "balanced" based on readings by displacement sensors 

referenced to global coordinates with the assumption that the 1st system critical frequency is 

equivalent to the fundamental harmonic resonance frequency of the rotor alone. 
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Figure 14.   Runout measurements for evaluation - Example 

   

 D.2. Elements of Rotor Evaluation Prior to Balancing  
 1.  TIR data of Rotor Segments between Journals  

  2.    Axis of Rotation (Torque input center) 

  3. Journal Roundness, Taper and Lobes Ovality 

  4.     Evaluated Eccentricities at1x rev 

  5.   Two Poles Second Harmonic  

  6. Journal Surface Quality surface. 
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D.3.  Installation for Balancing on Balancing Machine 

For balancing purposes on balancing machines, the bearings and supports do not have to be “the 
same” as those on the operating machine [21]. 
If a rotor has an overhung mass that would normally be supported when installed on site, a 
steady bearing may be used to limit its deflection and possible damage during balancing on 
balancing machines [15]. 
 
Non-contact transducers to measure shaft motion should be positioned inboard of bearings. The 
system shall be capable of measuring the once-per-revolution component of the signal. The 
measurement can be expressed either as amplitude and phase angle or in terms of orthogonal 
components relative to some fixed angular reference on the rotor. 
 
Two vibration transducers may be installed orthogonally 90° apart at the same transverse plane 
to permit resolution of the transverse vibrations, pseudo-static shaft centerline movement and 
dynamic orbital motion, when such resolution is required. 
In some cases when practical and necessary it can be beneficial to the diagnostician to install 
non-contact transducers outboard of the bearings, for observation of journal axial slopes relative 
to bearings. 
In all cases, there must be no resonances or looseness of the transducers and mountings, which 
significantly influence relative vibration measurements referenced to Newtonian global 
coordinates, within the speed range of the balancing process. 
The output from all transducers should be read on equipment that can differentiate between the 
synchronous component caused by unbalance, the slow-speed runout when significant, and other 
components of the vibration  
 
Seismic transducers for measuring bearing or support vibration or bearing forces should be 
placed on the machine in vertical and horizontal directions for observing the absolute vibrations 
of stationary machine components. 
The drive for the rotor should be “moment free”, such as to impose negligible restraint on the 
vibration of the rotor and introduce negligible unbalance into the system. Alternatively, if known 
unbalance is introduced by the drive system, then it should be compensated for in the vibration 
evaluation. 
To confirm that the drive coupling introduces negligible balance error, the coupling should be 
index balanced as described in ISO 21940-14. 
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E. General Description of QHSBM 

Balancing method  of "continuous rotors" is an activity of  compensating the "unbalance" effect 
of all eccentric masses, axially distributed randomly along rotor body RMS value of deflected 
rotor. In order to accomplish that, it is required placing. simultaneously, correction masses in line 
intersecting three balancing planes proportionally distributed axially between constraints. By 
doing that when rotor is accelerated we  generate CF forces form dynamic mass axis between 
supports constraints (proportional to rotor angular velocity). with properly calibrated correction 
masses, we create equal and opposite sum of  CFs to CF of pseudo static CF reduced to three 
points  on line of  centroidal mass axis. With an achieved symmetry of sums of pseudo static and 
dynamic RMS values of inherent eccentric mass axis, and of dynamic mass axis, the forces and 
moments acting at bearings elastic supports vanish. and rotor will be statically stable and 
dynamically balanced at any speed. 

The process of reducing rotor and system vibrations is not a single isolated activity with  rotor 
accelerated and "balanced" on a balancing machine or in operation, but the additional  pre-
requisite activities are required, including verification of rotor static runouts, balancing on a 
balancing machine in shop, ensuring rotor coupling dimensional tolerances, and bearing 
alignment and rotors alignment in field, to assure smooth operating machine after a major outage 
[22]. 

According to the new QHSBM balancing method, weights are distributed axially in 2N+1 (three 
planes) for a solution of the system rotor responses at 1st critical speed. Correction masses are  
distributed axially to create radial forces counteracting the axially distributed "unbalances" of the 
centroidal mass axis, with the objective of obtaining a sum of forces and sum of moments 
internal to the rotor to vanish. Reducing vibration responses at the 1st critical speed could have 
been achieved (according to Bishop in debate with Kellenberger), with balancing in a single 
plane in the middle of the rotor as well, if the intent is to resolve just the system 1st critical 
dynamic response falsely assumed as rotor's body oscillating harmonic linear modal 
response [8]. That assumption ignores the fact that residual unbalances and axial moments of 
unknown axial distribution, and responses at speeds above the system fundamental resonance 
speed, are referenced to different (inertial (mass axis), self-centered in space, as non-rotating  
reference frame. The problem with balancing large turbine and generator rotors with 
"significant" mass axis eccentricity or bowed rotors, using industry standard balancing methods, 
is in not recognizing the switch from gravity and bearing hydrodynamic established pseudo static 
equilibrium (SCL), and  pseudo static equilibrium (SCL) controlled by inertia forces relative to 
self-centering centroidal mass axis [5, 10, 14, 17, 23]. Therefore the “unbalance vectors” above 
system 1st critical speed are referenced to different frames before and after the 1st system critical 
speed. 
The reason Bishop was questioning whether there is  a need for additional planes (more than 
one) in the Schenck N+2 balancing method and in his argument with Kellenberger, was because 
he was solving the effects of eccentricities as a rotor modal harmonic response, assuming that the 
excitation force vectors’ origin from unbalance(s) are at the rotating axis, coincident with the 
rotor mass principal (centroidal) axis, and acting radially out at the rotor center of mass. 
 
To obtain the solution from residual “unbalances” at higher speeds, if they are significant after 
the “rigid” mode solution for the system 1st critical speed, Bishop proposed balancing by 
influence coefficients at a particular speed.  By QHSBM* balancing of the 1st critical in three 
planes (2N+1), the proper axial distribution of correction masses "in phase", rotor will be 
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balanced at all speeds. In cases of residual unbalances at operating speed because of human 
error in placing correction mass amount and location during the balancing process, it may be 
necessary for fine tuning, to obtain influence coefficients from modally distributed trial weights. 
if predominant residual unbalance is "in phase" a "V" modal weights distribution should be 
utilized. If residual unbalance is predominantly "out of phase", after fully resolving "static "in 
phase response, an "S" modal weights distribution should be utilized. 

 These activities resolve all unbalances for the lateral rigid mode as well as for the axially 
asymmetric “rocking rigid mode”, and dynamic reaction forces and bearings, and displacements 
of  journals at the bearings will vanish. When those are resolved, that means that the rotor is 
brought into state of being dynamically straight. The rotor’s principal mass axis and geometric 
journal centerline axis are brought to be practically coincident within values stated in ISO 1940-1 
for a particular rotor and at a particular velocity of the 1st system critical speed [24].  This 
balancing method assures that no vibrations will be generated due to applied torque at any higher 
speed [16]. 

 

F. QHSBM Balancing Process Description 

 Prior to commencing the balancing process, it is important to verify if there is any misalignment 
from the drive gear, or if there is any rigid bow existing from gravity sag. That can be verified 
during rotor slow roll. On rotors with a static inherent mass axis deviating by a value higher than 
stated in ISO1940-1, for a particular machine referenced to the system 1st critical speed [24] 
system symmetry can be restored on a balancing machine by a specific procedure of 
compensating internal inherent mass axis axial asymmetry with external dynamic forces axially 
distributed in three planes (2N+1). These correction masses must be placed along the rotor body, 
proportionally distributed in three preselected planes between its gravity supports.  

Prior to the balancing process, the surfaces under measurement transducers should be burnished 
to tolerance less than 0.01275 mm (0.0005”). The rotor should be run at some convenient low 
speed to remove any temporary bend. If transducers indicate larger values, the shaft-measuring 
transducer signals should be viewed in the time domain, and any “spikes” in the wave signal   
subtracted vectorially from any subsequent shaft measurements at the balancing speeds. Any 
true runout from 1x rev eccentricity must not be subtracted from vibration signals!  

Run the rotor to some safe speed approaching the first system resonance speed. This is termed 
the “1st critical speed”. 

Balancing on high speed balancing machines by QHSBM  in 2N+1 balancing planes is based on 
obtaining displacement readings from displacement sensors at each journal at the same angular 
location. The rotor should be accelerated to the maximum achievable speed up to the 1st critical 
speed, but to a speed corresponding to less than 90 degrees of phase angle of the critical speed 
peak amplitude.  The reason for this is that at the critical velocity (of continuous rotors with 
“significant” mass axis eccentricity), corresponding to peak displacement amplitude, when above  
~90 degrees, the non-rotating reference frames switch from gravity established “pseudo static” 
stability to an inertial (mass axis) self centering of the “pseudo static” stability axis, and the 
center of whirling orbit is no longer referenced to the journal centerline axis that balancing 
should be performed about (and that symmetry must be restored to).  
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Therefore, balancing is intended to be done at speeds just below rotor critical velocity, when 
the observed displacement is resulting from observed  precessing of rotor rigid mode mass axis, 
referenced to global reference coordinates.  This mass axis is defined by a straight  line 
intersecting three points in “space”, and it is precessing around the journals’ pseudo-static axis in 
“space” (shaft centerline), up to the characteristic “critical” velocity, which is defined by the 
maximum achievable displacements on a polar plot from each sensor at each bearing as vectors, 
defined by the magnitude and direction. Two vectors, one from each journal, which represent 
together 100% of “unbalance” response, are trans-positioned to the rotor mid plane, lying on the 
mass axis line, creating a third reference point. This enables us to create a 100% response with 
50% of the total in mid plane, and other 50% proportionally distributed at outboard planes 
proportional to respective vector size. All three correction masses should be placed "in phase". In 
a very unlikely special case , if phase angle difference between outboard vectors, at 1st critical 
speed , balancing should  be performed independently for vectors in Cartesian coordinates. after 
obtaining rotor sensitivity to unbalance at 1st critical speed, a developed algorithm (QHSBM), 
converts displacement vectors to force vectors, and distribute them axially proportional to 
distributed "unbalances" on the rotor between rotor constraints (bearings).  

 

G. QHSBM Balancing Process Step by Step  

STEP1   Record polar plots from two sensors, select vectors at speed corresponding to 

maximum  amplitude but at less than 90 degrees phase. 

 

STEP2   Place trial weights at COM  and obtain initial rotor sensitivity and Influence 

Coefficient vectors. 

      
Figure 15. Polar or Cartesian vector presentation can be used as response   

  reference  
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Figure 16. Example of transferring end displacement vectors to COM and  

  axial response vectors distribution  

 

 

 

STEP3   Enter initial data and IC data on QHSBM form 
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Figure 17. Example of graphical presentation of  SCL, Orbits and  

  Centroidal mass axis 3 vectors 

 

Enter measured vectors at same speed into QHSBM data entry form. Place an estimated trial 

weight on the rotor at mid plane, and run the rotor to the same speed to obtain rotor “sensitivity” 

for conversion of displacement readings to force vectors. Enter trial weight response vector value 

into QHSBM form. 
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Figure 18.  Obtaining "vibration displacement data and entering to QHSBM  

  program form 
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STEP4   Install total amount of trial masses distributed axially in three planes  

  according to calculated proportions by QHSBM program 

 If residual unbalance at operating speed requires refinement, it should be done at operating 
speed utilizing modal weight distribution. If predominant residual unbalance response vectors are 
“in phase”, than a “V” modal weight configuration should be installed as trial weights to obtain 
ICs for further correction if necessary. If predominant residual unbalance response vectors are 
“out of phase”, then “S” modal weights should be installed on the side on which the 1st critical 
response and 2nd critical response are approximately the same phase angle as observed on Polar 
plots.  These modal distributions are essential so as not to change the net “100%” weight 
correction used to correct the first system critical response, but to act effectively as an axial 
redistribution of that determined correction.   

STEP 5.  If trim balancing is desired at operating speed: 

 
Figure 19. Modal weights placement for vibration "trimming " at rotor's   

  operating speed 

 Definitions 
1. TIR (Total Indicated Runout) is a measured deviation of a rotor’s circumferentially 

measured segment from the referenced rotational axis.  
TIR= 2 x eccentricity + 2nd Harmonic + any other out of roundness 

2. Axis of Rotation- a reference point for alignment purposes to another rotor rotation axis. 
It is also a reference to eccentricity of mass centers of rotor segments.  

3. Journal Roundness is a measured deviation from a perfect circle, and the absence of 
“lobes”. 

4. Evaluated Eccentricity is a vector and phase angle, the end point of which designates 
the offset of the mass center of the referenced segment from the rotational axis. 

5. Second harmonic exists on two pole generator rotors with different stiffnesses in 

orthogonal axial planes  

       6. Journal Surface Quality designates roughness and scrapes of the journal 

G. SUMMARY  
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Whether a rotating body, or rotor will "vibrate" in operation or not, it depends on the difference 
in type of the observed "rotating" motion, based on Newton 1st law, and whether, and by how 
much, a constrained rotor mass axis of horizontally oriented rotor deviates radially from rotor's 
geometric axis in rotor rigid mode in state of rest, or in simple words, how big are runouts and 
bows relative to journals rotational (spin) axis. 
 

The responsibility for assuring that rotor journals and couplings, as well as rotor body 
axially distributed runouts comply to design tolerances, lie in quality assurance control in 
machining service shops.  
 
If rotor's body runouts, and evaluated eccentricities exceed the values from ISO1940-1 for rigid 
bodies at system 1st critical speed, the effects of radial centrifugal forces from randomly axially 
distributed eccentric masses, eccentricities can be brought to symmetry on balancing machines, 
by use of a new balancing method QHSBM (Quasi-High Speed Balancing Method),  by 
simultaneously placing of correction masses, in phase, in 2N+1 balancing planes, based on 
responses at subcritical velocities.  
 

Balancing by this  method can be  accomplished successfully if rotor runouts are measured and 
mathematically evaluated relative to rotor's journals centers, to determine whether correction 
machining at couplings and journals is necessary prior to balancing, or if QHSBM balancing 
program should be applied for rotor body exceeding allowable eccentricities. Runouts evaluation 
are possible using an appropriately dedicated  FFT computer program as one developed by Z-R 
Consulting.  
 

So the key to solve vibration problems of operating large turbine and generator rotors in power 
plants is in identifying, measuring, evaluating and correcting rotor runouts at couplings and 
journals, and balancing 1st and 2nd rigid modes simultaneously in three balancing planes, at 
subcritical velocities, while rotors are in the service shop on balancing machine, rather than 
waiting " with fingers crossed", until rotors are assembled in the field, and then attempting trying 
to salvage the situation with unit in operation, reverting in to  finding  an  economic "tradeoff" of 
vibration magnitudes between that at 1st critical speed,  and at operating speed. With an 
acceptable  "tradeoff", we are compromising machine dynamic condition in long term with 
cumulative cyclic bending moments, sometimes causing catastrophic machine failure, and 
typically damaging bearings and support systems in long term, from correction masses used in 
the current "field balancing" process methods.  

It is important also to emphasize that with "field balancing" we do not eliminate the root cause of 
vibration, which are exclusively in the rotor body mass eccentricities, either inherent to 
individual rotor, or induced by misalignment of rotors' mass axes during multi-rotor turbo-
generator assembly process and alignment, while in state of rest. By "field balancing" the 
vibrational energy in rotor is not reduced by lowering the observed responses at points of 
measurements, but it is transformed to "invisible" internal cyclic bending moments within rotor, 
causing stress, friction wear, or exciting flexible elements attached to rotor,  e. g. last stage low 
pressure turbine free standing blades, or causing cracks ,or electrical components wear, and 
electrical shorts in generators.      

 

To recognize, and to generally accept as the practical balancing method in service industry 

serving power generation turbine and generator rotors, the new proposed balancing method 
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QHSBM (Quasi- High Speed Balancing Method) at subcritical speeds, in 2N+1 balancing 

planes , whether of rigid or flexible rotors, as  continuous solid body, with the eccentric 

centroidal mass axis relative to journals centerline rotational axis, and without the need for 

balancing methods based on the compromise of an economic "tradeoff", it requires 

verification by experimental balancing on high speed balancing machine at appropriate 

institution under controlled environment, in lieu of a very complex and unwieldy theoretical 

approach. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Balancing of large turbine and generator rotors is a mechanical technological process evolved 
from physics theory of rotordynamics of closed systems based on boundary conditions with 
many assumptions, which in real life, specifically in segment of balancing large turbine and 
generator rotors, experiments are in contradiction to theoretical prediction. This was nicely 
summarized in following paragraph, paraphrased from  "Principles of Physics by Serway; V. 
Gordon Lind, Utah State University": 
 

 
 “Physics is a study of the laws and principles of all phenomena in nature. One of 
branches of physics is Classical Mechanics, the study of matter in motion and its causes, i.e. 
forces. Students in Classical mechanics all over the world have learned to trust the physics 
theories. Discrepancies between theories and experiments are now unexpected. Physics and 
science in general have to be based on theories, laws and principles that agree with 
experimental observations and these do. Experimental results in disagreements with 
established theory are probably wrong. But if discordant results are repeatable and verified, 
then theory in such event, no matter how appealing, popular and generally accepted (op. ed. 
Balancing Theories), must be corrected and brought into agreement with experiment”. 
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